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EDITOR’S RANT

By all accounts, 2016 was a dramatic year globally. Whatever side of politics,
social debate or religion you sit, there was something for nearly everyone to
laugh about or lament.
The against-the-odds results of Brexit and the US election took much of the
western world by surprise, each representing a resounding ‘No to the status
quo’ for the respective governments. Australia has not been immune to this
either, particularly in the areas of how to behave within the world crisis of
refugees out of Africa and the middle east, and our coal-loving response to
the near-universally accepted subject of climate change.
One of the big surprises of 2016 espoused that the notion planetary
weather systems are being altered by the cumulative effects of man’s
centuries of filth is in fact just bunk out of China. Evidentially, what is
coming out of China are more and more tourists. As the flow-on effects
of globalisation start to really take hold, and countries find themselves no
longer competitors in their traditional trade races, Australia is in the enviable
position of being Asia’s playground, and increasingly holiday destination of
choice.
Conveniently timed on the heels of the flagging resources boom, which
actually failed to help the Australian collective or average Joe much at all,
tourism is a boon that could really make the difference.
While the big dollars traversing Australia’s business sectors including
hospitality may appear record-setting, in the global perspective we are still a
small fish. In this instance, Australia’s lack of magnitude could be firmly in its
favour. Ideally managed, the potential for growth in Aussie hospitality barely
knows an upper limit.
Pubs have always been a form of social glue in Australian society, and their
ever-evolving nature is yet another opportunity in both the transition to and
realisation of great increases in tourism dollars. The great shape-shifters,
pubs can be everything from knock-about drinking hole, to convenient
grub, high-end hospitality space to multi-star accommodation.
I believe this is the fundamental reason the past year saw so much interest
and investment in the humble local. It really is the place to be.
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Energy: Making It, Saving It.
Life's other essential.
Keep it cold, keep it lit, keep it running, keep it up. It all takes one thing
to keep going, and that’s energy. Chris Kirby-Ryan reports

What of the rising costs and the changing nature of the
energy sector in Australia? Like many countries, Australia
is bracing itself for the new wave of energy transformation,
so what does it mean for pub and hotel owners around the
nation?
As energy prices soar, solar is becoming more and more
attractive financially. Even though subsidies may have been
eroded, that has been counteracted by the significant drop in
the price of solar panels.
A question hospitality operators ask is: where does solar
work well? Does a roof in Northern Queensland receive more
solar rays than a counterpart down south? Ben Wallington,
energy consultant at Leading Edge Energy1 said that is not
necessarily the case.
1 Leading Edge Energy specialises in brokerage and optimisation of commercial energy supply, including tariff restructuring, group rate tenders,
monitoring, analysis and reporting.
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“Being further north does make a bit of a difference, but a pub
can run just as effectively on solar in Melbourne as it can in
Rockhampton. It’s got a lot to do with roof space, design and
placement of the panels.”
However, solar doesn’t suit everyone. Pubs and hotels are
looking for ways to save energy and there are several things
to take into consideration. What type of system best suits your
needs? Are you running as energy-efficiently as you can? The
biggest gobblers of power in pubs are generally refrigeration,
heating and cooling, and lighting. If you haven’t already had
an energy management specialist look into your energy
usage, then that is a good place to start.
The rapidly rising cost of energy means everyone is looking
for ways to reduce their usage and bills, further complicating
the increasing challenges associated with climate change.
The debate on addressing climate change isn’t helped by
the politics driving Australia’s energy policies. Former Prime
Minister Abbott’s pledge to raise renewable energy’s share
of national electricity production to 23.5 per cent by 2020 is
looking less likely given the instability that has come with the
election of - Donald Trump. The commitment made by the
Obama administration at the 2015 Paris climate conference, to
lower US greenhouse emissions to at least 26 per cent below
2005 levels by 2025, will now most likely either be abandoned
or ignored by Trump. That would leave Australia in a tenuous
position that could make it in our best interests to also back
away from the Paris deal.
Politics or not, Hunt Hospitality’s Stephen Hunt says the rising
cost of energy has definitely affected their profit and loss
and approach to power consumption. At his venues the Kent
Hotel in Newcastle and the Rutherford Hotel east of Maitland,
he is always on the lookout for new technology and tricks to
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reduce consumption.
“It’s about being a lot smarter. We are always looking for ways
to save energy. Energy-saving lights and water systems are a
sensible option in today’s environment.
“Sure, it may cost a little more to invest in energy-saving
equipment, such as refrigeration and lighting, but the longrun benefits far outweigh the initial outlay,” he stresses. “I’m
really into conservation, and saving energy not only saves me
dollars but it is helping the environment at the same time.”

Power drivers
Solar is not high on Hunt’s list of options. “I think you have to
assess whether it really is going to be a true saving for your
business, and over what period of time,” he replies.
Leading Edge Energy reports that depending how far north
an establishment is located, the rebate and power generation
credit benefits can be up to 30 per cent return per annum,

TRADE FEATURE

Smart meters provide far greater control in power management and monitoring

meaning payback in around three years. More typically, the
time frame is closer to five to six years for payback.
“Another thing I consider is that politics can change pretty
quickly,” Hunt continued. “So what was looking like an
attractive rebate today could disappear before you had even
earned anything from the grid.
“The battery scenario does however make solar more
interesting, particularly as most of our energy is eaten up at
night, with all of the action in the kitchens, and the live music.
Unfortunately, musicians are not into energy-saving guitars,”
he joked.
A solar battery storage system decreases the amount of
electricity you need to buy from the grid because it charges
during daylight hours so the stored energy is there ready to
be used during the busy night period. Even separately to the
solar, such as on overcast days, venues have greater control
over energy costs, by storing energy during low-price off-peak
times, for use during peak times when prices are highest.
Peak energy prices are now double off-peak – 10c per kwh
in NSW. It’s no wonder businesses have named the energy

policy as the number one priority for governments in 2017, as
reported in the Australian Financial Review (AFR). The forecast
for 2017 is for even bigger increases in both electricity and gas
prices.
Innes Willox, CEO at the Australian Industry Group², was
recently quoted in the AFR as saying, “In an ideal world,
governments would agree to a nationally coordinated and
integrated energy and climate policy that gave investors the
confidence to build the energy infrastructure we need to
deliver affordable, secure electricity and gas while meeting our
Paris commitments.”
Even though the LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas) industry is
increasing productivity, it is predicted much of that gas will be
exported. So where does that leave Australian businesses?
“Unless the energy issue is dealt with, smaller businesses will
struggle to remain viable,” said Willox. “Bigger businesses will
tighten their belts in the near term, with potential impacts on
employment and investment.”
In September 2016 in South Australia, thousands of businesses
and hotels were forced to close due to power outages,

²Australian Industry Group, also called Ai Group, is an NGO for employers whose members employ over 750,000 staff
throughout Australia. It represents industries including manufacturing, engineering, construction, automotive, food, transport,
information technology, telecommunications, labour, printing, defence, mining equipment and supplies, airlines, and service
industries.
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after wild storms raged across the state, disrupting supply.
According to the peak lobby group, Business SA, $367 million
was lost in business during this period. Untold amounts of
food (and beer) was lost to spoilage.
This really puts our current state of reliance on renewable
energy input into question; the storms saw six South
Australian wind farms overload and drop out, triggering the
blackout, in turn sparking a political storm over the state’s
reliance on this form of renewable energy.
Although solar is not as prone to overload, a hot summer
and the inevitable widespread use of air-conditioning will
exacerbate power production issues and the debate even
further.
“A large spike in consumer demand as a result of hot weather
would be very bad news,” Willox went on to say. “Particularly
in a state like South Australia, where connections to the rest
of the market are thin and there is increasingly pricey gas
[power] generation, and a unique dependence on variable
supply renewable.”
With margins now very slim, more competitive pricing from
suppliers is unlikely.
“Price rises are caused by uncertainty,” says Wallington. “If
you look at what happened in 2016 with Hazelwood closing,
the uncertainty is there and that creates risk. What happens

if another power station closes? That’s a big reason why our
prices are on the rise – to account for that possibility.”
Consultation from local Council is another sensible move
towards saving on energy bills. Stephen Hunt reports
Newcastle Council was a great help.
“They equipped us with a computer that hooks into the
switchboard, and records when consumption is at its highest.
It’s amazing what you can achieve by paying attention to
the little things. We made sure that things that weren’t being
used were switched off – coffee machines, lights that weren’t
needed, etcetera – it all helps.”
Whichever State in Australia a business is located, it seems that
what everyone needs is a clear plan for the future delivered
by our politicians. This would at least give those companies
who produce our electricity a reason to invest in future energy
generation.
Now is the time to think about energy options for the future.
Calling in an energy consultant or getting advice from Council
makes a lot of sense. Beyond helping reduce energy bills,
tailored advice to a specific situation can guide an operator
toward the right management plan for their energy supply,
consumption and ongoing efficiency, including steps toward
renewables, reduced grid reliance, and even backup and
redundancy.
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A moment with
Patrick Gallagher
The operator of a dozen venues and worthy 2016 inductee to the
AHA NSW Hall of Fame spoke with us about regulations, avoiding
trendy, and things he’s not good at. Clyde Mooney reports
Himself the product of generations of hospitality folk and celebrated for his years of service to the industry,
Patrick John (PJ) Gallagher readily agreed to donating his time to a PubTIC feature interview.
We met at the designated time, at Gallagher central, the Union Hotel in North Sydney. The only hiccup was
the great man was currently abstaining.
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to stay ahead of the market there too. Everyone knew the old
Double Bay Steakhouse, but it’s been gone for a long time.
Now, I think the idea of a steak house at Double Bay itself
is something that’s new for that area. We’re right under the
InterContinental. We’ll target tourism, and business as well.
CM: Do you think it’s important to set venues up to appeal to
multiple markets?

Angela and Pat Gallagher

PG: Broadly speaking, our pubs are designed to be middle
of the road, trying to appeal to as many people as we can –
trying to avoid the ‘trendy’ cliché, which tends to be more of a
flash in the pan. Also, if you’re using a quality, traditional-type
fitout, as opposed to sharp and trendy stuff, they tend to age
better and look better as they get older, and you tend to get
greater length out of your fitout.

CM: It was going to be called ‘A drink with Pat Gallagher’ only
he’s not drinking.

CM: How do you think Justin pulls off all his ‘on the edge’
concepts?

PG: I don’t want to say anything stupid.

PG: Because he’s so very good at it, because he stays abreast
of those things. He’s in there before the change is happening.
He’s always first in and people are copying him. And he
changes when he sees the need; when they had all that
trouble and the nightclub in est. started to fail, they turned it in
Mr Wongs, and what a raving success.

PG: There’s a lot of crap going on down there in that area. But
it’s coming back, slowly. It’s not just the lockout affecting that
hotel, there’s all the building works around it, there’s the fact
that the building next door’s been emptied and is about to be
demolished.
CM: And you can’t serve a nice whiskey in the Irish Whiskey
bar after midnight without a mixer.
PG: Yeah, that doesn’t help.
CM: That seems to me to be one of the things most crying out
for exemptions – to be able to serve neat spirits in a dedicated
whiskey bar.
PG: There’s a lot of stupidity in that legislation. Like the
woman who’s left her handbag inside but can’t come back in.
You’ve got a busy bar, the logical thing would be to let her go
back in and find it. But you can’t do that, you’ll get breached.
That’s what happens, though, when you have a government
that won’t consult, and is being driven by the Daily Telegraph.
I hold out a lot of hope for someone like Gladys, who I think
is going to be a strong leader, and a consulting leader. I think
she’ll be terrific for this state. The stronger the state is, the
stronger our industry is.
CM: I know food is a big part of your business, and your
executive chef Ronnie is a partner these days. Do you think
opportunities in food are still in growth?
PG: I don’t know how many more hotels can get involved
in food. There’s still more people out there looking for
opportunities, and I think that growth will continue. From
our point of view, we just keep striving to make sure every
meal is as good as the last, and we try to adjust our menus
and try to stay abreast of any trends. We open our second
restaurant soon, a new steak house in Double Bay. We’re trying

CM: How do you go about a major change?
PG: If I’m going to make a dramatic change, I’ve got to feel
I can make it and run it afterwards myself, so that limits me
somewhat compared to him. Most of the time I buy pubs I
know have been at a certain level at some point, and I’ll work

“

… A man who is extremely
proud of our industry … strong
on tradition and staunchly loyal
to the AHA, 15 Club and Hotels
Have Hearts. Patrick Gallagher is
a genuine leader of the NSW hotel
industry.

“

CM: Ok. We’ll have to make do. How are your city venues?
How’s Jacksons?

- John Whelan, CEO AHA NSW, at
the 2016 Awards for Excellence
“A particular highlight for me on the night was
being able to introduce this year’s recipient of
The Cyril Maloney Medal – the one and only
Patrick Gallagher. I cannot think of a more
worthy inductee into the AHA NSW Hall of
Fame – what Patrick and his wife Angela have
achieved in this industry over a number of years
is incredible. And the look of surprise on Pat’s
face when he realised he was receiving the
honour was priceless.”
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out whether or not I think I can get it back there, or if there’s
something I can do with it that previous people haven’t.
The fitout here at the Union is getting close to ten years old
now. Before, it was a very modern, very trendy-looking pub. It
was very restrictive, with multiple bars, which made it difficult
to control costs. We opened it up completely and it’s a totally
different pub. It was a big change, but it worked, and very
much within the parameters of what I’m capable of doing.
I suppose what I’m saying is, I recognise my limitations – a
man’s gotta know his limitations!
CM: Is this a good time to ask you why you think you won the
Hall of Fame award?
PG: I’m sure it’s got nothing to do with my success in
business, I think it’s more about involvement in the industry;
industry bodies, maybe a little charitable work. I was the
President of the sub-branch years ago, and over a long period
of time I was very active.
CM: You told me on the night you didn’t think it was you.
PG: I was convinced it wasn’t me. Ange was sitting next to me,
she’s got her father to come along to the night, tried to get
me to invite my family but I said ‘nah, don’t worry about that’.
John Whelan’s up there making the introduction, and every
time he looked up from his bit of paper, instead of looking out
at the audience he’d just look straight at me.
I’m tapping Ange, saying ‘why does he keep looking at me …
who do you think it is?’ I looked up and there’s a photo of me
as a kid. I remember looking at the photo, thinking ‘isn’t that
me?’ but the penny didn’t really drop ‘til they said my parents’
names. She’s sitting there next to me and she knew the whole
bloody time.
(laughing) I probably wouldn’t have gone if I thought it was
me. I think that’s why she didn’t tell me.
CM: But you’re OK with it now?
PG: Absolutely, yeah. I’m grateful for the recognition. It’s an
honor.
CM: Has anything in the industry really stood out to you in the
past year, good or bad?

L-R: Pat Gallagher, Ronnie Ghantous, Paul Diroux

PG: I think the wheels are gradually turning back in our favour.
There’s a few more people out there talking in support of us,
and there doesn’t seem to be as much animosity towards us
as there was a few years ago, mainly in the violence stuff. And
I think we’ve shown our resilience. I’m sure the coming years
will be much better than those preceding them.
The market’s gotten a little hot. Some people have gotten a
bit crazy with their prices, but there’s also a lot of publicans
buying pubs. It’s good for the industry, I think, for those yields
to be strong, without being driven by the corporates.
It’s not like it was 10 years ago, when prices went mad. In
the last boom there were hotels selling for six per cent. Big
corporations were buying pubs and putting this layer of
management that hotels have never experienced before. Pubs
being pubs, too much management, too much overhead
slows it all down.
The Steyne’s a perfect example. They closed down the
accommodation – accommodation right on Manly beach –
turned them all into offices. Four or five rooms that used to be
sources of revenue, housing people including a manager on a
hundred grand a year or more, sitting in an office not actually
working in the pub. Arthur bought that hotel and just wiped all
that overhead and reopened the accommodation.
CM: Do you think guys like Arthur have a perfect handle on
the industry?
PG: Well you can’t deny his success. He’s one of those people
that’s gotten very wealthy, but I don’t think it’s gone to his
head. He just lives his life as he always has. He’s still the oldschool publican. If you walk around his pubs with him, despite
how many pubs he’s got, he still knows the locals, he’s saying
g’day to them by name. It’s in his blood.
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CM: Do you still try to do that at your places?
PG: (laughing) I try to do it, I like it, I just don’t think I’m very
good at it. I’m not Arthur Laundy. He’s a gem at it.
CM: You mentioned real estate prices. Have you gone off the
acquisition trail a bit?
PG: I don’t know if you could say that. It’s only 12 months
since I bought Hurstville, which was the biggest price I’ve ever
paid for a hotel, and about eight or nine months since the 888
leasehold. On the quiet, I’ve possibly acquired another one,
which you’ll hear about in the next few weeks, if it succeeds.
CM: I stand corrected. There just seemed to be a time I was
calling you every other month.
PG: I think that was a bit of an illusion. Thing is, when I was
first expanding and buying pubs, no-one was buying, so
we looked to be more active than we probably were. We’ve
continued to buy, but probably not appeared to be as active
because there’s so much more going on. There’s been a lot of
activity the last 18 months in hotels.

maybe a bit of kitchen handing, things like that, just to give
them a bit of a taste of things.
CM: They’re the sort of things I was doing from quite young.
PG: We were living on the premises, you probably were too.
That’s when you get to see all the hard work, but they haven’t
seen any of that, ‘cause I haven’t lived at a pub for 20 years.
CM: The live-in manager is not so common any more in cities.
Do you have any?

PJ Gallaghers Leichhardt

CM: Do you find you go through periods of acquisition, then
of consolidation?
PG: Yes. What we did in the past 12 months to speed up that
period where you need to consolidate to realise a gain, was
we sold three hotels at a good profit, which allowed us to
go again. One of the reasons we’ve been able to expand is
because just about every hotel we’ve bought, we’ve improved.
Sometimes drastically, for example Leichhardt, we doubled
that business in two years, and sold it for twice what we paid
for it.

FAMILY BUSINESS
CM: Do any of your kids look like following the family path?
PG: It’s very early, the eldest is just 15, and I’m not doing
anything to encourage it. I suspect they may have a rosier
picture of what it’s really like. I occasionally bring them in, get
them to do a bit of work in the cellar, some stuff in the office,
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PG: No. I had an experience about 25 years ago. A couple
of undercover police were driving past Pennant Hills pub
and saw somebody in the carpark. They thought it was a bit
suspicious, so one of them got out of the car, the other drove
down the road to turn into the pub.
The one that got out of the car went into the courtyard and
ran straight into a guy trying to smash a window of one of the
bars to get into the pub. The other cop ran into another one
trying to get into the back door and arrested him. The guy out
the front pulled a gun, put it to the cop’s belly and pulled the
trigger about six times, but the cop got his finger behind the
hammer and the gun didn’t go off. That guy ended up charged
with attempted murder. They later found on his person a
drawing of my apartment upstairs, and where I was sleeping.
No doubt they were on their way to say ‘show us the money’.
The cops said they were so ready to kill, they were convinced
they would have shot me for sure. A few years after that I
decided I’m not going to live at the pub anymore, and moved
out.
CM: A lot of publicans talk about the prevalence of serious
drugs. Do you feel there’s more crime around hotels now?
PG: There’s less motivation in robbing something like a petrol
station these days, as they just don’t keep the cash, now
they’re more credit card-type businesses.

MAJOR FEATURE
CM: What kind of thing do you do to mitigate the chance of
robbery?
PG: We do everything we can. We have CCTV, we have
security at night. We have drop-safes everywhere, time-delays,
alarms, panic buttons, procedure that needs to be adhered to,
everything we can do to make it difficult.
This hotel banks hardly any cash, as everybody here uses
a credit card to pay for everything. Sometimes we have to
put money into the hotel just to keep the cash flowing. Of
course, we’re not able to use EFTPOS cards to gamble with.
If you were able to use your card to put money in the poker
machines, it would be so much safer for everyone.
CM: Public opinion seems to be that venues take advantage of
gambling addicts. How does that sit with you?
PG: We’re not allowed to advertise, there’s very little we can
do in the way of promotion, and we’ve got limited numbers
of machines. The club market is generally the more vulnerable
market. Older people, a lot of them retired. I think we pay
more poker machine tax than clubs, and we pay company tax,
so we’re contributing more on the public’s bottom line.
CM: Do you agree with the argument that people should have
free will, even if it does them harm?
PG: Of course. A guy in thongs and stubbies, you don’t know
whether he’s a billionaire or gambling beyond his capabilities.
It’s really their responsibility and they’ve got to make their
own choice.
If people are serious about gambling, why focus on hotels –
why not talk about all gambling? Why not attack the casino,
or the offshore internet providers? Why not legislate horse
racing? I can go and bet a million dollars on a horse, but
there’s a limit to how much you can physically put through a
poker machine in a period of time.

a few people singing. An inspector was telling me ‘they’re
drunk’. I asked why was he saying that and he replied ‘cause
they’re singing, they’re dancing’. I said ‘Are you joking? They’re
here to have a good time. They’re here to let their hair down.
There’s nothing wrong with that. That’s not a sign of being
intoxicated’.
So when the Irish come in – who are the great intoxicants of
this world – they start singing as a group and the bouncers
are shitting themselves. People aren’t allowed to have fun
anymore.
It’s all been re-written, of course, but in the old Act it had
‘showing signs of intoxication’. It listed them, they were:
slurred speech, staggered walking, fumbling your change.
You had very specific guidelines what were the signs of
intoxication. Now they just say you’ve got to watch for
them being intoxicated, and have people making their own
judgements about what that means. That’s where you get
stupid things like ‘they’re singing, they’re drunk’.
It’s like the legislation brought out where three Strikes and
you’re out. The power has always resided with the old liquor
Act to take away a licence if they thought it warranted it. The
problem with this legislation is you can get a strike against
your name, which they recently got at the Steyne, when
somebody goes in knowing they’re committing an offense.
They know they’re underage and have fake ID, and get served.
You haven’t deliberately served them, and you’re doing
everything you can to keep underagers out, but you still get
fined and you still get that strike.

I think it’s an emotional ploy, to go on about how people are
psychologically targeted and induced to play the machine.
The reason pubs – as opposed to clubs, or anywhere else
– are targeted by anti-gaming people, is because there are
individuals that own it, whereas when they go The Star or the
Clubs, who do they point to? There’s always a minority you
can point to that is disadvantaged. It’s the same with alcohol.
Are we responsible for people becoming alcoholics?
CM: By that token, why do we focus so much on RSA?
PG: It’s really about assessing people that have become
physically impaired from having too much to drink, and
therefore may do damage to themselves. If you’re an
alcoholic, you’re probably less likely to attract the attention of
an RSA marshal, so it’s not doing anything for that.
CM: RSA in the USA is virtually non-existent. You have to
really try before you get cut off there. Perhaps it’s just another
example of Australia’s nanny-state approach.
PG: I had police come into a venue one night and there were
February 2017 PubTIC | 15
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(laughing) I remember the day when the publican, the priest
and the bank manager were all revered – now all three of
them are fucked!

I remember one of the first liquor accord meetings in
Parramatta, the licensing sergeant got up and praised our
venue and how it was operated. They knew there was a direct
correlation between the number of people coming through
the venue and the number of incidents, and it was the police’s
business to target your business to an extent that it affected
trade. The representative of gaming & racing got up, with a
smug look on her face, looked at me and laughed and said
‘So, Mr Gallagher, got any business left?’ It was politically
motivated. That was 10 years ago. the last few years have
been nothing like that.

CM: As a publican, dad always had friends that were cops.

CM: Patrick, thank you so much for your time.

PG: When the role changed, the police became very nervous
about any relationship with a hotel, and very careful about
who they look like they’re talking to when they go into them.
Years ago, when we had a punch-up, and we would have a
few back then and we didn’t have bouncers, you’d call the
cops if you couldn’t handle it. They would show up and
usually start arresting people before they even spoke to them.
They immediately assumed they were in the wrong.

PG: We’ll have a drink in March. Maybe two.

CM: And there never seems to be penalties for the offenders.
They seem more interested in having them as witnesses for
prosecution of the venues.
PG: Seriously, are we here to deter underage drinking? Are
we trying to deter drunken behaviour, or are we just here to
attack the publican, who’s trying to do everything he can, and
should be doing it with the assistance of the police?

CM: Logic would suggest it’s going to be the guy that’s been
drinking, not the guy that runs the business.
PG: I don’t have much engagement with that kind of thing
anymore anyway, because of the type of venues I’ve got.
CM: Has that been by design?
PG: Oh yeah. I was working the door until 4am for a year
at Parramatta, I had had enough and wanted out. One New
Year’s Eve, which is normally a pretty quiet night, we only had
three hundred people in the venue when normally we’d have
two thousand, but we had close to 350 police come through.
They came from every station, at different times of the night.
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CM: You’ll be off the wagon, and back on the horse?
PG: You always get special dispensation on St Patrick’s day.

FINANCE

Do you truly know
what your bank
is thinking?
Pub finance professional Rob Gleeson knows what’s going
on in the minds of the big banks, because he used to be one
of them. Gleeson offers some advice for anyone dealing
with commercial mortgages.
In my 15 years being involved with financing hospitality
venues, I have seen plenty of challenges faced by the
pub industry: the ever-changing legislation around poker
machines; banning of smoking in venues; institutional
investors entering the market; rock bottom cap rates;
institutional investors leaving the market; ‘al fresco’ gaming
rooms; the GFC ; the proposed Wilkie reforms for mandatory
pre-commitment; introduction of the violent venues list;
the foodie revolution; institutional investors re-entering the
market; the three strikes legislation, and those caught in the
dragnet, such as Manly’s the Steyne Hotel; and the lockout
laws in the Sydney CBD.

3. Is your current bank impeding your ability to do or grow
your business, or carry out those vital renovations?
The conditions have created a real opportunity for business
owners to take advantage of the current banking environment,
and challenge banks to provide better deals – not only on
interest rates, but through all loan conditions.

Much like what took place during these challenges, I believe
we are now entering another unprecedented period.
With plenty of recent on- and off-market pub transactions,
at record prices and low cap rates, the question has begun
to arise: “What reaction have the banks had, or will have, to
recent pub market activity and the wider perceived economic
conditions?”
If banks take a negative view on the market and on assets you
are offering as collateral, this can make obtaining credit harder
and loan conditions more onerous.
For borrowers, this translates to: higher loan margins, lower
loan-to-valuation ratios (LVRs) and increased principal
repayments expected over a shorter period.

Rob Gleeson
Principal, Hospitality Advisory
rgleeson@mortgagesco.com.au
Mortgages & Co
Mortgages & Co is a modern debt advisory firm focused on
clients and the services they want delivered, stemming from
decades of accumulated experience in financial services.

With the changing market conditions, there are three
questions you should be asking:

The principles’ knowledge of banking and finance industries
aim to ensure mortgagees get objective views, the right
advice and the product that suits their situation.

1. How can you be sure you know what your bank is truly
thinking?

Everybody, every business, every time.

2. How do you know you have the best deal possible from
your bank?

Mortgages & Co P/L, credit representative 481603, authorised
under Australian Credit Licence 389328.
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ENCORE NEWS

2016’s BIGGEST HITS

2016 was a year of big events across the globe. In honour of the
highs and lows, we put together a collection of the most clicked and
read news stories of the Australian pub industry.

SYDNEY PUBLICANS ON
THE RISE
In January of 2016 it emerged a group of investors including
publican Andrew Lazarus and entrepreneur Stuart King had
launched a new $500 million pub fund. The unlisted Bondi
Asset Management (BAM) began its portfolio acquisition
with Lazarus’ Vauxhall Inn, in Granville. Currently #68 on the
OLGR list of top gaming venues, its value was reported at $28
million.
Lazarus will continue to operate his Eastern Hotels Group
(EHG), which last year purchased Liverpool’s Macquarie Hotel
for $25 million, and Lantern Group’s El Toro, in Warwick Farm,
for $23 million. There was no suggestion either of those
top gaming venues would also join BAM, but there is the
additional possibility of a second BAM fund to be launched in
the future by Lazarus and King, and EHG assets may yet find a
new home with investors to that vehicle.
Lazarus had recently completed the sale of Soho nightclub for
just north of $10 million, with a property developer reportedly
taking over plans to convert it into a mixed-use residential
asset. King is a former director of Citibank, and senior trader at
Westpac.

Reilly told PubTIC he wanted to pay homage to the 1891 pub’s
history and Rick and Robin Fotheringham, who have operated
and lived at the hotel for 24 years.
“The Sydney Park Hotel has for decades been a working class
heritage pub, and this will remain the central focus of the
venue with sports, locally brewed beer and classic counter
meals on offer,” reported Reilly.
“We will focus on all the things that have worked best for us
over the years.”
This would incorporate the practice of sourcing local and
‘ethical’ produce, including literally home-grown crops from
a planned rooftop garden. The menu will include a range of
pies made in-house as well as the kind of pub grub expected
at a Reilly hotel. It will also become home to the ‘SPH Café’ –
where commuters can grab coffee, pastries and other housemade items en-route to the station.
The very Irish Reilly would take possession in July, and
following the deal promptly hopped a plane to join relatives
back home for a few weeks. He said he has long wanted a
King St pub and often considered trying to buy the SPH. Plans
are in early stages, but he is very excited about prospects for
the place.
“Phase two will see pub-style accommodation rooms on offer
with direct access to the CBD.
“More to come.”
The off-market transaction was handled by CBRE Hotel’s
national pub director Daniel Dragicevich and new NSW
director Sam Handy, who declined to comment.
External sources report the sale price was circa $5 million.
*****
The Malouf family realised a long-term goal with the July
opening of its brand new pub in Sydney’s booming southwest.

*****
February saw Ray Reilly reveal his successful purchase of the
Sydney Park Hotel, saying first and foremost it will “remain a
pub”.
Reilly is the owner-operator of inner-west mecca The Henson,
in nearby Marrickville, and had recently sold his beloved
Trinity Bar in Surry Hills, citing the need for a new “passion”. It
arrived in the form of working class stalwart the Sydney Park
Hotel, occupying a prominent Newtown corner opposite St
Peters station.
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The Gregory Hills Hotel (GHH) is the proud debut pub for the
suburb of Gregory Hills, just north of Campbelltown. It is the
result of years of planning and a big-budget construction
aiming to service a growing region with an increasing need
for its very own watering hole.
The large-scale project and a strategic social media campaign
saw the new venue attract over 10,000 followers on Facebook
prior to trade even beginning. It was decided to quietly open
the doors (8 July), lest full-blown publicity draw a riot to the
fresh operation.
“We’ve been smashed from the word go,” Jamie Malouf
reported to PubTIC, despite their efforts to slide under the
radar for a few days.

ENCORE NEWS
“The hotel’s been inundated
with locals. There’s so much
interest and excitement about
the new ‘local’, and the feedback
is generally that it has a really
nice family feel.”
Located on a site of over 22,000
m², the GHH was designed by
Bergstrom Architects and PKD
(Paul Kelly Design), and built
by New England Construction.
Amenities include a large
relaxed bar and lounge, sports
bar, entertainment stage, kids
play area, and gaming room PKD
describe as “one of the most
elaborate” they have done.
“It’s a real contemporary casino
feel, with great warmth,” said
Paul Kelly. “The ceiling feature is
rather spectacular, and warms
the room with reflected light.”

The pub features a spacious public bar, full commercial
kitchen, 15 EGM permits in a smoking solution gaming room,
nine upstairs accommodation rooms, a 24-hour licence and a
generous beer garden at the rear complete with projector.
Less than three kilometres from his Lord Gladstone, on
Chippendale’s Regent Street, Coughlan told PubTIC he has his
eye on the area.
“I’m a big fan of Camperdown – it’s a suburb on the up, same
as Chippendale,” he said.
The Hampshire has been closed for trading for a couple
of years, but general growth in the area and upcoming
developments such as conversion of the former Camperdown
Bowling Club into Camperdown Commons, makes Coughlan
“happy to be there”.
Taking the keys at the end of August, he was straight away
neck-deep in a re-work of the pub to better suit his plans
for the business, expected to reopen in time for the summer
season.

Bergstrom Architects explained
their guidance to engineer a
venue that invited free-flowing
engagement and appeal for
the variety of people the hotel
wanted to attract.
“We worked closely with the client to create a venue that
would appeal to a broad spectrum of patrons,” reported Tom
Bergstrom. “The planning is open, but has distinct areas for the
sports bar, bistro, lounge and gaming.”
The general manger and licensee is John Payne, He has lived
in the area for more than a decade and worked in hospitality
for the past 17 years, and says it fills a much-needed gap.
“Every community needs a pub … a place where locals can
share a relaxed meal with family, watch the game with friends
and listen to some live music on a Sunday afternoon.”
The menus focus on on-trend share plates and pub classics,
with a “distinctly American” flavour, from roasted pork
knuckle with beer gravy, or the double wagyu patty ‘Grego
Deluxe’ burger, to Smokey Sticky Devilled Chicken Wings or
Smothered Fries covered in pulled pork and kimchi.
True to the family-focus, there are delights for the sweet
tooths, such as the Homemade Choc-Chip Cookie & Icecream Sandwich’, and a Nutella pizza.
Malouf says the project has been years in the pipeline, and
involved a developer and local authorities.
“We’ve really been focused on this … it’s been a lot of effort,
but we’re really happy with it.”
*****
High-profile publican Paddy Coughlan picked up his second
inner-west pub in September, bringing a Lady to Camperdown
to append Lord Gladstone.
Located on Parramatta Road, the Hampshire – soon to
be ‘Lady Hampshire’ – is in the heart of the NewtownCamperdown precinct, central to Sydney University and Royal
Prince Alfred Hospital.

“We’re going to have live music, and plenty of Young Henrys
on tap, and build a custom smoker to barbeque meats in the
beer garden.
“We’ll try to do the little things right, which is what that pubs
never had.”
The Hampshire was marketed for vendor Michael Raad by Ray
White’s Blake Edwards, who has found interest in these lease
operations in line with the overall market buoyancy.
“This is the second hotel in as many months that we have
leased out along Parramatta Road,” reiterated Edwards.
“It’s further evidence that suburban venues with late licences
are in high demand as Sydney’s night life shifts its focus from
traditionally strong markets such as King Cross and the City.”
Coughlan says his soon-to-be Lady Hampshire is the kind of
pub that suits the plans of his Bourke St group, and revealed
he is currently looking at another freehold and another
leasehold in the area.
“We only want to buy when we can see upside in the deal
given our skill set,” he notes of his lack of disposition toward
leaseholders or bricks and mortar.
“The Hampshire’s been closed a couple of years – it will
be good to get it open again and start engaging with the
community. I love the inner-city, and I’m happy to have
another inner-city pub.”
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Laundy goes coastal
In a further display of market diversity that would become
more common throughout 2016, in February Laundy Group
purchased an idyllic and “real value” hotel on the NSW Central
Coast.
Growing its existing regional portfolio, which already included
pubs in Wagga Wagg, Dubbo, Orange and most recently Long
Jetty, the Laundys purchased the only hotel in Tea Gardens –
the Tea Gardens Hotel.

Vale Emily Trott,
Wheatsheaf beloved
In June Adelaide mourned the loss of one of its true
characters of hospitality, Emily Trott, one of the three owners
of the celebrated Wheatsheaf Hotel.
Trott passed away from cancer and a funeral service was held
at Wirra Wirra – the McLaren Vale winery where she grew up,
founded by her wine-maker father, Greg Trott, and teacher
mother, Joanne Schmidt.

Vendors were Lee & Rob Anderson, who have owned the
property for an amazing 69 years.
The iconic pub, on a generous 3,646 m² site adjacent to the
ferry wharf and overlooking the Myall River, is a classic family
institution, with two children’s play area, indoor and outdoor
beer gardens, multiple bars and a dining room, as well as
gaming and 21 motel suites.
Arthur Laundy reports that while the group is still actively
in the market for large format metropolitan hotels, returns
through coastal and regional assets “represent real value”.
Manenti Quinlan managed the campaign, and Gerry Quinlan
told PubTIC the yield comparison is pretty plain to see.
“City yields are now in the region of 8 to 9.5 per cent, while
regional yields are sitting at 13 to 15 per cent.
“It makes the regional market a compelling investment.”
Beyond the hotel’s facilities and position, MQ cite its upside
as a hub to the area’s burgeoning potential for tourism, with
plenty of local development and being only two and a half
hours drive from Sydney. The local population itself has
experienced rapid growth, set to continue with more than
1,000 nearby lots approved for pending development.
MQ’s John Manenti, who brokered the sale, said it is a typical
example of the Laundy Group’s knack for sourcing hotel assets
with defined upside.

Emily Trott

Several hundred people took part in a funeral procession
through the streets of Thebarton, with a wake at the
Wheatsheaf, aptly named “TrottFest”.
After formal training as a photographer, Trott worked in
hospitality venues including the Exeter Hotel, where she met
colleagues Jade Flavell and Liz O’Dea. The trio determined
they would like to run their own pub together, and after
missing out in a play for the Exeter the opportunity came up in
2003 to buy the Wheatsheaf Hotel at Thebarton.
They set out to create their own style of pub based on keeping
“beer real, wine independent, whisky odd, music live and art
public”, along with Trott’s mandate “to have fun and feel good”.
The Wheatsheaf has become synonymous with beer
innovation, and now has its own in-house brewery, the
Wheaty Brewing Corps.
The funeral saw tributes to Trott’s life, such as ‘Goosey Lucy’
– a gift from her late father and the Wheatsheaf’s mascot –
her ukulele “Honey” and one of her impressive collection of
Polaroid cameras, laid on the coffin.
The Wheaty’s Facebook page thanked all involved and the kind
offers to make contributions, asking instead any donations be
made to the Australasian Sarcoma Study Group, who research
Emily’s type of cancer, or Edgar’s Mission Farm Sanctuary.
Emily Trott is survived by her partner Katie Crocker, sister
Catherine, and cats Benatar, Pablo and Little One.
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“But it’s still a pub. It’s still what we know best. And yeah, there
have been plenty of challenges; trying to build five storeys on
top of a Melbourne laneway ain’t easy.
“Working up the systems that run seven bars, three kitchens
and 120 staff has taken a year of non-stop full-time work, but
we’ve built a team of absolute superstars to help design it,
build it and run it, and honestly, opening a venue has never
felt smoother.”
Occupying 2,000 square metres adjacent to AC/DC
Lane, surrounded by on-trend restaurants, in the heart of
Melbourne’s foodie precinct, the new pub takes its name from
Victoria’s century-old moniker of ‘the garden state’.

GARDEN STATE’S
HOTTEST NEW PUB
After years of searching and planning, in July the team behind
many successful Victorian pubs ‘grew’ a new branch in its
history – taking over one of Melbourne’s popular laneways to
build another.
Brothers Matt and Andy Mullins, along with Tom Birch and
Doug Maskiell, form Sand Hill Road (SHR) pub group, which
already boasts an impressive collection of innovative and
award-winning venues.
With a reputation for reinvigorating faded sites, successes
have thus far included the Richmond Club Hotel, Bridge
Hotel, Prahran Hotel, Terminus Hotel, The Posty and Holliava.
SHR cite their approach as aiming to deliver “interesting
and dynamic spaces” that remain true to the principles of a
traditional pub.

It backs up this legend with four floors of hospitality, centred
around a magnificent multi-level indoor beer garden adorned
with lush greenery including three large ficus trees. The Rose
Garden, Balcony Dining Room and The Observatory spaces
enjoy unique stylings and advantages including private
function facilities.
The Garden Grill leads the menus, offering ‘modern Australian’
creations by group executive chef Danny Parreno, formerly
with Merivale, and the Garden State’s head chef, Ashly Hicks.
Drinks will include an “extensive” wine cellar, and cocktails
inspired by Kevin Peters, formerly of acclaimed small bar Eau
de Vie.
SHR say the pub encompasses the best attributes of
Melbourne: gardens and laneways, and will be an “oasis” for
workers and residents in the concrete jungle.
SHR again commissioned Techné Architects for the design,
which has steered all its previous venues.

After at least five years looking for “the right site” in the
Melbourne CBD, the group learned of the vacant former home
of Rosati, and pounced.

“Within the Melbourne CBD there is probably no other
hospitality venue, based on the spirit of a pub, that offers a
comparable variety of spaces and experiences under the one
roof,” said Techné director Justin Northrop.

“We first heard the Flinders Lane site was available about two
and a half years ago,” Matt Mullins told PubTIC.

The magnificent Garden State Hotel went on to open its doors
19 July, 2016.

“We walked through it one afternoon, and signed the deal the
next morning. We then went through a year of design and
permitting, and just over a year of construction.”
Built in the 1890s, 101 Flinders Ln began life as a textile mill.
In the 80s and 90s it was the bohemian Euro-style home of
Rosati – a montage of terrazzo, mosaics, huge wall murals,
timber, stone and shiny aluminium billed at the time as the
“must-visit, must-drink, must-eat, see-and-be-seen epicentre
of buoyant Melbourne”.
“What was truly amazing was the sheer scale of [Rosati],”
continued Mullins. “The enormous saw-tooth roof … the huge
sense of volume … and all of that was still there, and still is
now.
“The Garden State is certainly our biggest project, several
times over.
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AUSTRALIA’S BIGGEST PUB
TO BECOME A VILLAGE

as its own entity. The Group is entertaining both options of
operating the accommodation business themselves or leasing
to Novotel.
Hoping to bring the feel of inner-city living facilities to Eatons
Hill, Comiskey says it will be a one-stop destination for the
thousands of entertainment guests that visit the venue.
“There will be nothing you can’t do; stay onsite … get your dry
cleaning done … get your hair done. Its design and services
will be something you would see in The Valley.
“We are taking it to the next level.”
Comiskey also revealed that their other massive hotel –
Sandstone Point – is currently undergoing plans to construct a
Big4 caravan park to offer onsite stay to visitors to its growing
concert season, which last year doubled to four major events
and already has six concerts planned for 2016.

After five years of negotiation, in April 2016 the ‘biggest pub in
Australia’ announced plans to get much bigger.
The Comiskey Group launched the magnificent Eatons Hill
Hotel in 2011 to widespread acclaim. Occupying a large
chunk of a six-hectare block just north of Brisbane, the Hotel
was focussed from the outset on being an all-encompassing
patron experience.
The EHH strived from the beginning to be a hub of
entertainment in the Sunshine State, and was soon
acknowledged with the prize of Queensland’s Best
Entertainment Venue – which it went on to win again for the
next two years.
Along the way, the AHA awarded it the national title of Best
Entertainment Venue, and Queensland inducted the still
relatively young pub into the Hall of Fame for Entertainment
and Events.
Now, after complex design and approval considerations,
Robert Comiskey told PubTIC ‘the beast’ is set to be
unleashed.
“It’s such a big animal … the size makes everything clunky and
hard to get started,” said the Comiskey Group director.
“This stage is a natural progression; we always wanted
accommodation on the site, so patrons and concert-goers
could stay and not worry about driving or getting a taxi. But it
has taken five years to get off the ground.”
The $45 million Eatons Hill Village project has now begun, and
Comiskey says they are aiming for a launch mid-2017, with
anchor tenant Woolworths hoping for a June opening.
As well as a supermarket, the complex will offer six restaurants,
15 retail stores, a 300 m² gym, a large heated swimming
pool, more function spaces and 88 4.5-star motel rooms.
The function spaces range from intimate board rooms to the
sprawling Green, which can service up to 6,000 pax.
The Stage 2 development extends from EHH, but will exist
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***
After hard-won approval, the Eatons Hill Hotel began its next
stage of evolution in July, 2016.
An official ground-breaking ceremony was held, with
Comiskey Group director Rob Comiskey hosting media,
invited guests and Moreton Bay Mayor, Allan Sutherland, along
with Deputy Mayor Councillor, Mike Charlton.
The very large-format pub will now be adjoined by the allpleasing Eatons Hill Village, occupying 2.5 hectares beside the
existing Hotel.
Robert Comiskey spoke of plans for the Village when Eatons
Hill first opened, and after so long in planning it is finally
within sight. He told PubTIC he wants it to be so much more
than a (very) big pub.
“Eatons Hill Village has been a long-term goal of ours because
our aim has been to turn the Hotel from a destination into
more of a convenience model.
“We want it to be a one-stop-shop and for it to include
something for everyone.”
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